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HISTORICAL
RESEARCH/
WRITTEN WORK
____/(30)

Excellent

Good

Average

Fair

30-29-28-27-26

25-24-23-22-21

20-19-18-17-16

15-14-13-12-11-10

____Extremely well organized and prepared
____Demonstrates clear connection to
Canada
____Lots of detail
____Detailed evidence of research process
i.e. notes, outline & rough copy
____Detailed bibliography

30-29-28-27-26

___Good preparation and mostly

___Acceptable level of organization

effective organization
____Demonstrates some connection to
Canada
____Subject is described in detail
____Evidence of research process
i.e. notes, outline or rough copy
____Sources cited

____Demonstrates minimal connection to
Canada
____Information provided is incomplete,
lacks thoroughness or detail
____Limited evidence of research process
____Bibliography only

25-24-23-22-21

20-19-18-17-16

INTERVIEW
____/(30)

____Extremely knowledgeable
____Well prepared
____Responds to questions accurately and
completely
____Confident

30-29-28-27-26

DISPLAY/
PRESENTATION
(Visual Display,
Model, etc.)

____Information is interpreted in unique or
original manner
____Display is accurate and attractive
____Presentation showcases interests/talents
of presenters

____Knowledgeable about topic
____Unsure of background or details of
subject
____Uses notes to assist

25- 24-23-22- 21

10-9-8
____Original interpretation of topic
____Creative use of material
____Unique project

____(10)
Project information
affix label here

____Little background knowledge
____May lose focus
____Cannot answer several questions

20-19-18-17-16

___Interesting display

___ Nondescript display

____Display is neat and attractive
____Presentation is effective in conveying
subject matter

____Information is well presented and clear,
but may not be neat and attractive
____Presentation may lack additional
materials
____Presentation may include material off
topic

7-6

5-4

____/(30)

CREATIVITY/
ORIGINALITY

___Somewhat unsure of topic or details

____Interesting topic choice
____Effective use of materials
____Project is different, has unique
elements

____Little original thought put into topic
____Use of material is standard

____Poorly prepared and /or
organized
____Demonstrates no connection to
Canada
____Few details provided
____No evidence of research
process
____No bibliography or works cited

15-14-13-12-11-10
____Unsure of topic and supporting
details
____Cannot answer most
questions
____Loses focus
____Difficult to understand

15-14-13-12-11-10
____Display is messy, difficult to
understand and unattractive
____Presentation of information is
not well-organized and
information is sparse

3-2-1
____Unoriginal topic
____Little uniqueness in materials or
presentation
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